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Abstract

Measurement uncertainty is a recurrent concern in visual reconstruc-
tion. Image formation and 3D structure recovery are essentially
projective processes that do not quite fit into the classical frame-
work of affine least squares, so intrinsically projective error models
must be developed. This paper describes initial theoretical work on
a fully projective generalization of affine least squares. The res-
ult is simple and projectively natural and works for a wide variety
of projective objects (points, lines, hyperplanes, and so on). The
affine theory is contained as a special case, and there is also a canon-
ical probabilistic interpretation along the lines of the classical least-
squares/Gaussian/approximate log-likelihood connection. Standard
linear algebra often suffices for practical calculations.

1 Introduction

For reliable reconstruction of 3D geometry from image meas-
urements it is essential to take account of measurement uncer-
tainties. Image formation and reconstruction are essentially
projective processes and the errors they generate do not quite
fit into the classical linear framework of error models such as
affine least squares. In the absence of fully projective error
models, uncertainty is currently handled on a rather ad hoc
basis, often by simply feeding quasilinear phenomenological
error estimates into a general nonlinear least squares routine.
This produces numerical answers, but it obscures the under-
lying geometric structure of the problem and makes further
theoretical (i.e. algebraic) development impossible.

This paper describes initial work on a fully projective gen-
eralization of affine least squares. The resulting theory is
relatively simple and projectively natural, and it extends to a
wide variety of projective objects: points, lines, hyperplanes
and so forth. Given a choice of ‘plane at infinity’, the classical
affine theory is contained as a special case. There is a canonical
probabilistic interpretation along the lines of the potent least-
squares/Gaussian/approximate log-likelihood connection, and
standard linear algebra often suffices for practical calculations.

The notion that projective geometry should be ‘simpler’
than affine geometry is central to this work. Several aspects
of projective naturality played key rôles in the development of
the theory:
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� It should look simple and natural in homogeneous coordin-
ates and work equally well at all points of a projectivized
space, from the origin right out to the hyperplane at infinity.� It should generalize easily from points to hyperplanes,
lines and other projective subspaces, and perhaps even to
higher-degree projective varieties like quadrics and cubics.� For projective subspaces, it should be simply expressible
in terms of Grassmann coordinates (i.e. ‘the natural para-
meterization’).� It should behave naturally under point/hyperplane — and
hence Grassmann/dual Grassmann — duality, and also
under projective transformations.

We will use tensorial notation with all indices written out
explicitly, as in [7, 9]. Most of the development will apply to
general projective spaces, but when we refer to the computer
vision case of 2D projective images of a 3D projective world
we will use indices a = 0; : : : ; 3 for homogeneous world vec-
tors and A = 0; 1; 2 for homogeneous image vectors. The
Einstein summation convention applies to corresponding cov-
ariant/contravariant index pairs, so for example Tab xb stands
for matrix-vector multiplication

PbTab xb.
Probability densities will be denoted dp(xajEvidence) to

emphasize that they are densities in xa rather than functions. A
relative likelihood is a function defined by dividing a probabil-
ity density by a (sometimes implicit) prior dp(xa) or volume
form (‘uniform prior’) dV. Log-unlikelihood means �2
times the logarithm of a relative likelihood, defined up to an
additive constant. �2 variables are log-unlikelihoods.

Although many specific error models have appeared in the
literature there have been very few attempts to unify different
aspects of the field. Zhang & Faugeras [10, 1] and Luong et
al [3] respectively provide linearized least squares models for
3D point and line reconstruction and fundamental matrix es-
timation. Mohr et al [5] formulate multi-image reconstruction
as a batch-mode nonlinear least squares problem, and more
recently McLauchlan & Murray [4] describe a suboptimal but
practically efficient linearized incremental framework for sev-
eral types of reconstruction.

2 Homogenized Affine Least Squares

To motivate the projective model we will re-express clas-
sical least squares for affine points in homogeneous coordin-
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ates. Consider a random vector x = (x1; : : : ; xd)> in a d-
dimensional affine space, subject to some probability distri-
bution with mean x̄ and covariance matrix X. We can homo-
genize x and embed it in d dimensional projective space by
adding an extra component x0 � 1 to make a d+ 1 compon-
ent homogeneous vector xa = (1; x1; : : : ; xd)>. The mean
and covariance are neatly contained in the expectation value
xaxb�:��

1x��1 x> �� = �
1x̄��1 x̄> �+�

0 0
0 X�= �

1 x̄>x̄ x̄x̄> +X�
Inverting this homogenized covariance matrix gives an
equally simple homogenized information matrix:�

1 x̄>x̄ x̄x̄> +X��1 = �
1 + x̄>X�1x̄ �x̄>X�1X�1x̄ X�1

�
Finally, contracting the information matrix with xa and xb
gives (up to an additive constant) the chi-squared/Mahalanobis
distance/Gaussian exponent/approximate log-unlikelihood ofx with respect to x̄ andX:

1 +�2(xjx̄;X) = 1 + (x� x̄)>X�1(x� x̄)= �
1 x> ��1 + x̄>X�1x̄ �x̄>X�1X�1x̄ X�1

��
1x�

The determinants of the homogenized covariance and inform-
ation matrices are simply Det(X) and Det(X�1).

The moral is that homogenization makes many Gaussian
and affine least squares notions even simpler and more uni-
form. In fact, it is a nice way to work even when there is
no question of projective space, because the parameters of the
Gaussian are all kept together in one matrix. Derivations and
coding become easier because equations for means fall out of
those for covariances.

3 Projective Point Distributions

Now we briefly sketch the key elements of the projective least
squares error model for a single projective point. For a more
complete development of the theory see [8].

Consider an arbitrary probability density dp(xa) for an
uncertain point in a d dimensional projective space Pa. To be
projectively well defined, the density must be scale invariant:dp(xa) = dp(�xa) for all xa and all � 6= 0. Integration
against dp(�) induces a linear expectation value operator h�i
on the scale-invariant functions on Pa:hfi � ZPa f(xa) dp(xa)

The homogenized affine analysis given above suggests
that we should try to evaluate a homogeneous covariance
tensor Xab � 
xaxb�, invert it to produce a homogen-
eous information tensor Mab � (X�1)ab, and then take

1 + �2(xajXab) � Mabxaxb as a measure of normalized
squared error or approximate log-unlikelihood. Unfortunately,
this can not quite work as it stands because h�i is only defined
for scale invariant functions of xa and the moment monomi-
als xa1 � � �xak all depend on the scale of xa. On a general
projective space there is no canonical way to fix this scale, so
classical means and covariances are simply not defined.

This problem can be resolved by introducing an
auxiliary normalization tensor Nab and homogenizing
with respect to it, so that quantities of the form�Mabxaxb� are replaced by homogeneous scale invari-
ant quantities

�Mabxaxb� = �Ncdxcxd�. We will call
such functions biquadrics because their level surfaces
are quadric:

�Mabxaxb� = �Ncdxcxd� = � implies
(Mab � �Nab)xaxb = 0. As an example, the affine nor-
malization condition x0 = 1 can be relaxed if we divide
through by Naffabxaxb = (p1a xa)2 = (x0)2, where Naffab �p1a p1b = �1 0

0 0

�
and p1a = (1 0 : : : 0) is the plane at in-

finity, At first sight the normalizer simply provides a fiducial
scaling Nabxaxb = 1 with respect to which the error model
can be defined, but ultimatelyN is on a par withM and tends
to play an equally active rôle in the theory.

3.1 Basic Equations

Given a projective probability distribution dp(xa) and an ar-
bitrary symmetric positive semidefinite normalization tensorNab on a projective spacePa, we can define the homogeneous
covariance tensor Xab � � xaxbNcdxcxd�
Note thatX is symmetric, positive semidefinite and independ-
ent of the scale of xa, but it does depend on the value and scale
of N. If N has null directions it should be compatible withdp(�) in the sense that the above expectation value is finite, i.e.
the distribution should not have too much weight in the vicinity
of the null space ofN. Since h�i is linear, if dp(�) is correctly
normalized we have the following covariance normalization
consistency condition onXNabXab = �NabxaxbNcdxcxd� = h1i = 1

Viewing X and N as matrices, this can be written
Trace(NX) = 1. If dp(�) is not correctly normalized, we
can normalize by dividing through by NabXab = h1i 6= 1.
The normalized covariance tensor is then� xaxbNcdxcxd� = h1i = XabNcdXcd
Usually, one can arrange to work with normalized quantities
and ignore the scale factor, i.e.NabXab = 1.

By analogy with the homogenized affine case and assuming
for the moment that X is nonsingular, we can invert it to pro-
duce a homogeneous information tensor Mab � (X�1)ab
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and define a corresponding homogeneous 1 +�2 function

1 +�2(xajX;N) � MabxaxbNcdxcxd
It is not immediately obvious that these definitions make sense,
but one can argue [8] that they do in fact lead to a coherent
theory of approximate least squares estimation. Two key ap-
proximations are required, both of which are exact in the affine
case and generally accurate whenever the uncertainty is small
compared to the scale of projective space. (And it is only in
the limit of small uncertainty that any least squares technique
becomes a good approximation to the more rigorous maximum
relative likelihood theory).

As in the affine case, it is often useful to regard the in-
formation as the primitive quantity and derive the covariance
from it. The quadratic (Gaussian) exponent �2(xjx̄;X) =(x � x̄)>X�1(x � x̄) is the keystone of affine estimation
theory because it is the leading term in the central moment
expansion of an arbitrary distribution. The central limit the-
orem (which guarantees the asymptotic dominance of this
term given ‘reasonable’ behaviour of the underlying distribu-
tions) is the ultimate probabilistic justification for affine least
squares techniques.

Similarly, biquadric exponents 1 + �2(xajX;N) ��Mabxaxb� = �Ncdxcxd� lie at the heart of projective least
squares. In particular, they are likely to be good asymptotic
approximations to arbitrary projective log-unlikelihood func-
tions, so that estimation theory based on them should ‘work’ in
much the same way that conventional least squares ‘works’ in
affine space. Given this, the uncertainties of projective points
can be modelled with biquadric probability distributionsdp(xa) � exp

��1
2
MabxaxbNcdxcxd � dV

much as affine uncertainties can be modelled with Gaussians.
Several approximations are required here. Firstly, there is

no canonical volume form dV on projective space, so it is
necessary to make an ‘arbitrary but reasonable’ choice of this
‘uniform prior’. This is annoying, but it is not specifically a
problem with projective least squares: implicitly or explicitly,
every least squares theory makes such choices. The mere
existence of a uniform volume form on affine space does not
make it a universally acceptable prior.

Secondly, biquadric distributions are somewhat less tract-
able than Gaussian ones and (except in the limit of affine
normalization) there does not seem to be a closed form for
their integrals. This means that we do not know the exact
functional form of the relation X = X(M;N) between the
covariance and the information and normalization. However
with an appropriate choice of projective basis the integral can
be approximated by a Gaussian [8], with the result that for
properly normalized distributions the ‘classical’ homogenized
affine formula X � M�1 is still approximately valid. Here
properly normalized means that the covariance normalization
conditionNabXab = 1 holds forX �M�1, so that the distri-

bution in M and N is approximately normalized in the sense
that h1i � 1.

It is often necessary to normalize an unnormalized biquad-
ric distribution. Rescaling the density function amounts to
shifting the information M by a multiple of N: M !M��N. We will say that M is correctly shifted if M�1 has the
correct normalization to be a covariance: Nab(M�1)ab = 1.
The correct shift factor can be found by solving the nonlinear
normalizing shift equationNab �(M� �N)�1

�ab = 1

This amounts to a polynomial of degree Rank(N) in �, linear
in the case of affine normalization. The desired solution is the
smallest real root, which can be roughly approximated by the
approximate shift solution� � �Nab(M�1)ab��1 � 1

The two main approximations required to make projective
least squares ‘work’ are the covariance estimate X � M�1

and the approximate shift solution. Both are exact for affine
normalization and generally accurate for small uncertainties,
but neither is very good for distributions that spread across
the entire width of projective space. However, least squares
is not really suitable for weak evidence (wide distributions)
in any event. It makes too many assumptions about the uni-
formity of priors and the asymptotic shapes of distributions
to be competitive with the more rigorous maximum relative
likelihood theory in this case. Its main strengths are simplicity
and asymptotic correctness in the limit where many moderate
pieces of evidence combine to make a single strong one. And
it is in exactly this limit that the additional approximations
made by projective least squares become accurate.

To define a meaningful distribution, M and N need to
be non-negative, but it is practically useful to allow them to
have null directions. To guarantee the normalization conditionNab(M�1)ab = 1, we will impose a null space compatibility
condition: the null space ofMmust be contained in that ofN.
This ensures that any pseudo-inverse of a singular M can be
used to evaluateNab(M�1)ab (it makes no difference which).
However, the covariance tensor X �M�1 is only defined for
nonsingularM.

3.2 Normalizations

If we takeN to be the affine normalizationNaffab � p1a p1b =�1 0
0 0

�
where p1a = (1 0 : : : 0) is the hyperplane at infinity,

the biquadric distribution reduces to the homogenized affine
case we started from. In this case the covariance normalization
condition is simplyX00 = NaffabXab = 1 and (to the extent that
the underlying distribution is well modelled by a Gaussian) the
homogeneous 1 +�2 function is one plus a genuine classical�2 variable.

On the other hand, if N is taken to be the identity matrix
in some projective basis we have a spherical normalizationNabxaxb = Pda=0(xa)2 = 1 and the error model reduces to
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a spherical analogue of linear least squares, with ‘distances’
measured by sines of angles on the unit sphere. The two
normalizations coincide for points near the origin but differ
significantly near the hyperplane at infinity. The affine nor-
malization vanishes on the plane at infinity and points there
are infinitely improbable, whereas the spherical normalization
is regular and well behaved for all points, including those at
infinity.

These are just two of the infinitely many possible choices forN. There is no universally ‘correct’ or ‘canonical’ normalizer.
Ideally, N should be chosen to reflect the mechanism that
generates the experimental uncertainty, although in practice
numerical expediency is also a factor.

With the spherical normalization it is natural to take an ei-
genvalue expansion ofX in an ‘orthonormal’ projective basis.
The mode (maximum likelihood value) of the distribution is
the maximum-eigenvalue eigenvector ofX and the remaining
eigenvectors give the principal axes of the uncertainty ellips-
oids. Small eigenvalues correspond to directions with little
uncertainty, while for large ones (those near the modal ei-
genvalue) the distribution spreads across the entire width of
projective space. For the ‘uniform’ distribution, X = 1d+1I.

More generally, given any M and N there is always some
projective basis in which they are in canonical form, i.e.
simultaneously diagonal with N having entries +1 or 0. In
this basis the global minimum of 1 + �2 is at the minimum
eigenvalue eigenvector ofM along a ‘1’ direction ofN, and a
correctly normalized distribution has

P
1=�i = 1 where the

sum is over the inverse eigenvalues of M along ‘1’ directions
ofN.

3.3 Homogeneous Chi-Squared

Except in the case of affine normalization and an underlying
Gaussian distribution, the homogeneous �2 variable is un-
likely to have a classical �2 distribution. However, the “ �2 ”
variables used in statistics seldom do have exact �2 distribu-
tions and that does not stop them being useful error measures.
Several familiar properties of the traditional �2 do continue to
hold. Our�2 is nonnegative (1+�2 � 1), and for nonsingularM its expectation value is the number of independent degrees
of freedom, i.e. the dimension d of the projective space:


1 +�2(xa)� =Mab� xaxbNcdxcxd� = X�1abXab = d+ 1

Moreover, we have already seen that — in analogy to the error
ellipsoids of the classical �2 — the level surfaces of 1 + �2

are always quadric. Near a minimum of 1+�2 these surfaces
will be ellipsoidal, but further away they may cut the plane at
infinity and hence appear hyperboloidal rather than ellipsoidal.

3.4 Homogeneous Taylor Approximation

To get an idea of why biquadric functions should appear in
projective least squares, consider an arbitrary smooth scale
invariant function on projective space: f(xa) = f(�xa). f(�)
can be approximated with a conventional Taylor series at a

point, but this is not very satisfactory as the resulting trun-
cated Taylor polynomials are not exactly scale invariant and
depend on the scale of the homogeneous vector at which the
derivatives are evaluated. What is needed is a projectively
invariant analogue of the Taylor series. Once again homogen-
ization with respect to a normalizerNab makes this possible.

Consider the scale-invariant functionf(xa) = Ma1a2���a2kxa1xa2 � � �xa2k(Nabxaxb)k
whereM andN are arbitrary symmetric tensors. Multiplying
out and differentiating 2k times using the usual iterated chain
rule givesMa1a2���a2k = 1(2k)! @2k �(Nabxaxb)k � f(xa)�@xa1 � � � @xa2k= 2kXj=0

@jf@x(a1 � � � @xaj � @2k�j(Nabxaxb)k@xaj+1 � � �@xa2k)
Here, (a1 � � � a2k) means ‘take the symmetric part’. The
factorial weights of the familiar iterated chain rule are sub-
sumed by this symmetrization.

This formula gives M in terms of N and the first 2k de-
rivatives of f(�). Now choose any N and let f(�) stand for
an arbitrary scale-invariant function. The resulting M defines
a function (Ma1���a2kxa1 � � �xa2k)=(Nabxaxb)k that is guar-
anteed to agree with f(�) to order 2k at xa. We will say
that M and N define a (2k)th-order homogeneous Taylor
approximation to f(�) at xa. The ‘Taylor coefficients’ pack
neatly into the single homogeneous tensor Ma1���a2k . For
example adding a constant to f(�) amounts to adding a mul-
tiple ofN(a1a2 � � �Na2k�1a2k) toM. With affine normalizationN �Naff , the homogeneous Taylor series reduces to the usual
inhomogeneous affine one at x = 0.

In the present case we are mainly interested in approximat-
ing projective log-unlikelihood functions to second order near
their peaks, by analogy with the Gaussian approximation to the
peak of an affine distribution. The second order homogeneous
Taylor approximation is a biquadric withMab = 1

2
� (Ncdxcxd) � @2f@xa@xb+ @f@xa �Nbcxc + @f@xb �Nacxc +Nab � f

4 Projective Least Squares for Points

We are finally ready to describe how projective least squares
can be used to estimate the position of an uncertain projective
point. Suppose we have collected several independent estim-
ates of the point’s position that can be summarized by a set of
biquadric distributions

1 +�2(xajEvidencei) = M(i)abxaxbN(i)cdxcxd i = 1; : : : ; k
4



Just as one might summarize the uncertainty of an experi-
mental measurement in affine space by specifying its mean
and covariance, the uncertainty of a projective measurement
can be summarized by a homogeneous information tensor M
(or alternatively by the covariance X = M�1). The corres-
ponding normalization tensor N should be chosen to reflect
the source of the uncertainty. For example, in computer vision
a spherical normalization might be appropriate for uncertainty
in the 3D angular position of an incoming visual ray relative
to the camera, whereas affine normalization would probably
be a better model for errors due mainly to uncertainty in the
measured projection of the ray on the flat image plane (e.g.
quantization error). However when the uncertainty is small
the choice of normalization is not too critical.

Since the biquadric 1 + �2 functions represent log-
unlikelihoods, the proper way to combine them into a single
estimate of the position of xa is to add them and then correct
the constant offset term to normalize the combined distribu-
tion. First consider the commensurable case in which all of
the normalizations N(i) = N are identical. The sum of log-
unlikelihoods reduces to a sum of information tensors, as in
the affine theory:

1 + kXi=1

�2(xajEvidencei) = MabxaxbNcdxcxd
where Mab � kXi=1

M(i)ab � (k � 1)Nab
The term (k � 1)N prevents the ‘1’s of the 1 + �2 terms
from accumulating, but a further correction to the shift of M
is still needed. This can be found by solving the normalizing
shift equation either exactly or approximately. The shifted M
then defines a correctly normalized posterior distribution forxa given all the evidence, and its inverseX =M�1 gives the
covariance in the usual way. The mode (maximum likelihood
estimate) for xa is the global minimum of the biquadric, i.e.
the minimum eigenvalue eigenvector of M along a non-null
direction ofN. The shift correction step is dispensable if only
the mode is required.

Now consider the incommensurable case in which all of
the normalizers N(i) are different. This case is much less
tractable. In general the combined log-unlikelihood is a com-
plicated rational function and analytical or numerical approx-
imations are required.

Many nonlinear optimization techniques can be used to
find the mode. One possible way to proceed is to make a
commensurable reapproximation of the combined distribution
by choosing some suitable common normalizationN and ap-
proximating each log-unlikelihood to second order with a bi-
quadric in N. This is straightforward except for the choice of
the point(s) at which the approximations are to be based. To
ensure self-consistency, the log-unlikelihoods should ideally
be expanded about the true mode of the combined distribution.
Since this is not known until the end of the calculation, it is

necessary to start with approximations based at some sensible
estimate of the mode (or perhaps at the mode of each distri-
bution), find the resulting approximate combined mode, and
if necessary iterate, at each step basing a new approximation
at the latest mode estimate. Each iteration must accumulate
a new approximate unshifted information tensor M from the
component distributions and find its minimum eigenvalue ei-
genvector (the updated estimate of the combined mode). There
is no need adjust the shift ofM until the end of the calculation.
Once the mode has been found, a second order biquadric re-
approximation gives an estimate of the combined information
and covariance.

There is no guarantee that this nonlinear procedure will con-
verge correctly. Indeed, combinations of incommensurable
distributions are often multi-modal, although the secondary
peaks are usually negligible unless there is strongly conflict-
ing evidence. However preliminary experiments suggest that
convergence is reasonable in some realistic cases. A possible
explanation for this is the fact that biquadrics are typically con-
vex within quite a wide radius of their global minimum. They
become non-convex near their non-minimal eigenvectors, but
these critical points are usually far from the minimum in the
standard projective basis unless N is particularly ‘squashed’.

It might be suggested that the need to resort to approxima-
tions in the incommensurable case is a flaw of the projective
least squares method, but that is not quite fair. It arises be-
cause the biquadric form is significantly richer than the Gaus-
sian one, and even ‘linear’ least squares produces nonlinear
equations in all but the simplest situations (e.g. orthogonal re-
gression, c.f. section 6). In fact, except for problems with the
nonlinear normalizing shift equation, the projective model is
not significantly less tractable than the affine one. And even
for incommensurable distributions, projective least squares
provides an attractive intermediate analytical form for prob-
lems that might otherwise have produced completely ‘opaque’
end-to-end numerical formulations.

5 Behaviour under Projections

Now we discuss the behaviour of projective least squares under
projective mappings. First consider a general situation in
which some event x ‘causes’ an event y in the sense thaty = f(x) for some function f(�), and y in turn gives rise to
some measured evidence E. The conditional independence ofE on x given y results in the classical Bayesian formuladp(xjE)dp(x) = dp(yjE)dp(y) ����y=f (x)
which says that E augments the prior likelihood dp(x) ofx to the same degree that it enhances that of y = f(x). In
other words, the relative likelihood function on y-space simply
pulls back to the correct relative likelihood function on x-space
under f(�). If severalx are mapped to the samey, their relative
weightings are determined by the prior dp(x).

If f(�) has unknown internal parameters �, i.e. y = f(x; �),
the data space x can be extended to include these and the
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abovedp(xj�) factors becomedp(x; �j�). Integrating over all
possible values of x and applying the conditional probability
definition dp(x; �) = dp(xj�) � dp(�) givesdp(�jE)dp(�) = Zx dp(x; �jE)dp(�) = Zx dp(xj�) � dp(x; �jE)dp(x; �)= Zx dp(xj�) � dp(yjE)dp(y) ����y = f(x; �)
This says that the posterior likelihood for � is proportional to
the total probability for any corresponding x to give the obser-
vation via y = f(x; �). In other words the log-unlikelihood
of � given E is proportional to the logarithmic ‘shift factor’
required to normalize the distribution of x given � and E.

The above analysis applies directly to a projective mappingxa ! yA = PAa xa between projective spaces Pa and PA. If
we assume that the relative likelihood on PA can be approx-
imated by a biquadric fMAB;NABg and that the prior on Pa
is sufficiently ‘uniform’, the pulled back density on Pa is the
biquadricdp(xjEvidence) � exp

��1
2
(MABPAaPBb )xaxb(NCDPCc PDd )xcxd� dV

In matrix notation, the information M and normalization N
are pulled back respectively to P>MP and P>NP. The
preservation of the biquadric functional form under project-
ive transformations implies that image space error models are
directly pulled back to source space ones. However it should
also be clear that there is little hope of obtaining commensur-
able distributions when combining observations pulled back
from distinct image spaces PA1 ; : : : ;PAk : the pulled-back
normalizationsNAiBiPAia PBib will usually all be different.

In general the pulled-backM needs to be shifted by a mul-
tiple of the pulled-back N to produce a correctly normalized
probability density on Pa. The shift required is proportional
to the logarithm of the total probability for any point in Pa to
project to the observation, and hence depends onPAa . As men-
tioned above, if the transformation is uncertain the posterior
log-unlikelihood for a particular value PAa given the observa-
tion fMAB;NABg is proportional to the shift �(PAa ) required
to normalize the pulled-back distribution. In the next section
we will use this to derive estimation techniques for uncertain
projective subspaces, but for the remainder of this section we
assume that PAa is a fixed known transformation.

Now let us examine the characteristics of the pulled-back
distributions a little more closely. If PAa is a projective iso-
morphism — a nonsingular mapping between spaces of the
same dimension, possibly from Pa to itself — its effect is
analogous to that of a projective change of basis and there are
no essentially new features.

If PAa is a nonsingular injection — i.e. a one-to-one map-
ping ofPa onto a projective subspace ofPA— the pulled-back
likelihood is isomorphic to the restriction of the parent like-
lihood to the range subspace in PA. The only new feature

is that the injected subspace may happen to ‘miss’ the mode
of the parent distribution by a substantial margin, so that the
pulled back likelihood has a shape and range of values much
attenuated compared to those of the parent function on PA.

Finally, consider the case where PAa is a singular surjec-
tion onto a projective space of lower dimension. In this case
each point of PA has a nontrivial ‘preimage’ in Pa (i.e. the
projective subspace of Pa that projects onto it), and Pa also
necessarily contains a null subspace of points that project to
nothing at all: PAa xa = 0. The pulled-back likelihood is
constant on each preimage space but is undefined on the null
space as the pulled back M and N both vanish there. The
pulled back equi-probability surfaces are degenerate quadrics
with singularities on the null space, and generally look more
like elliptical cones than ellipsoids.

The singular surjective situation occurs for the usual
3D!2D perspective projection in computer vision. In that
case the null space is the centre of projection, the preimage
spaces are the optical rays, and the equi-probability surfaces
— the sets of world points that are equally likely to have
produced the given image measurement — are elliptical cones
centred on the centre of projection and generated by the optical
rays, that project to the experimental error ellipses in the image
plane. The considerable representative power of the projective
least squares framework is illustrated by its ability to deal with
error models for perspective projection out-of-hand.

It was to accommodate surjective projections that we in-
sisted on allowing M to be semi-definite. Note that the null
space compatibility condition is maintained: if the null space
of MAB is a subset of that of NAB , the same is true of the
pulled-back tensors MABPAaPBb and NABPAaPBb . The nor-
malization condition NAB(M�1)AB = 1 (with M�1 inter-
preted as a pseudo-inverse) is also preserved under surjective
pull-backs, so the shift factor of M does not usually need to
be corrected in this case.

6 Subspace Estimation

The results of the previous section can be used to develop
projective least squares error models for projective subspaces.
Given a number of uncertain points, we are interested in ‘fit-
ting’ a projective subspace to them and estimating its uncer-
tainty.

Suppose we have measured a single point xa, whose uncer-
tainty is characterized by a biquadric distribution in Mab andNab. Ak dimensional projective subspace in d dimensions can
be specified by choosing a set of k+1 independent points that
span it, i.e. by giving a (d+1)� (k+1) rank k+1 matrixUaA
whose columns span the subspace (A = 0; : : : ; k). UaA can
be thought of as a nonsingular projective injection from an ab-
stract k dimensional projective space PA to Pa. As discussed
in the previous section, if U is uncertain its relative likeli-
hood given the observation fM;Ng is proportional to the total
probability in the subspace it generates, and hence to the total
probability in the pulled back distribution onPA. In fact, up to
an additive constant the log-unlikelihood ofU given fM;Ng
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is precisely the shift factor �(U>MU;U>NU) required to
normalize the pulled back distribution fU>MU;U>NUg:

1 +�2(UjM;N) +const� 1 + �(U>MU;U>NU)
At this point our approximate shift solution 1 + �(M;N) �
Trace�1(NM�1) comes into its own. Without a tractable
analytic approximation to �(U>MU;U>NU) it would be
impossible to develop explicit methods for the least squares
fitting of subspaces. The abstract theory would still exist,
but there would be no closed-form formulae. Adopting this
approximation we have the remarkably simple estimate

1 +�2(UjM;N) +const� Trace�1
�U>NU � (U>MU)�1

�= Trace�1
�N �U(U>MU)�1U>�

Note the invariance of this formula under redefinitions U !UA of the spanning basis of the subspace, where A is any
nonsingular (k + 1)� (k + 1) matrix.

Dually, a subspace can be specified as the intersection ofd�k hyperplanes, i.e. by a (d�k)� (d+1) rank d�k matrixWCa that determines a set of d� k independent homogeneous
linear equationsWCa xa = 0 (C = k + 1; : : : ; d+ 1). W andU specify the same subspace if and only if WU = 0 and the(d+1)�(d+1)matrix

�U>
W

�
is nonsingular. For any such pairfU;Wg and any nonsingular symmetric (d + 1) � (d + 1)

matrixX we have the standard decompositionX = U �U>X�1U��1U> +XW> �WXW>��1WX
Applying this at the covariance X �M�1 gives the approx-
imate log-unlikelihood of the subspace in terms of dual co-
ordinates

1 +�2(WjX;N)+const� Trace�1
�N � �X�XW>(WXW>)�1WX��

Since X = M�1 is normalized, the leading term is just
Trace(N �X) = 1.

6.1 Affine Limit

In the affine case the approximate shift formula is exact and
the biquadric distributions become Gaussians,so the projective
error model reduces to the standard affine one. Making the
standard decompositionsM � �

1 + x̄>X�1x̄ �x̄>X�1�X�1x̄ X�1

� ; N � �
1 0
0 0

�
and�

1x� = U�
1y� = �

1Ay + b� ; U � �
1 0b> A�

we haveU>MU=�1+(x̄�b)>X�1(x̄�b) �(x̄�b)>X�1AA>X�1(x̄� b) A>X�1A �U>NU = �
1 0
0 0

�

Using the fact that an incorrectly shifted affine information
tensor has an inverse with 00 coefficient 1=(1 + �)�

1 + �+ x̄>X�1x̄ �x̄>X�1�X�1x̄ X�1

��1= 1
1 + � � 1x̄��1 x̄> �+�

0 0
0 X�

a short calculation gives�2(UjX; x̄) +const=(x̄�b)>�X�1 �X�1A(A>X�1A)�1A>X�1
� (x̄�b)

This is the standard affine formula for the log-unlikelihood of
an affine subspaceAy+b given an uncertain observation of a
point on it. The matrix vanishes on vectorsAy in the subspace
and hence measures the ‘orthogonal Mahalanobis distance’ of
the mean x̄ from the subspace.

In terms of dual coordinates the affine subspace isW�
1x� = Dx+ c = 0 W � �c D�

where DA = 0 and c = �Db. In this case the affine log-
unlikelihood is simply�2(WjX; x̄) +const= (Dx̄+ c)> �DXD>��1 (Dx̄+ c)
This is easily verified from the non-dual-form affine log-
unlikelihood given above, or with a little more effort from
the projective dual-form log-unlikelihood. Basically, it says
that the information in constraint violation space is measured
by the inverse of the classical constraint covariance matrix.

6.2 Grassmann Coordinates

We promised that projective least squares would look natural
in Grassmann coordinates, and now we verify this. The k di-
mensional projective subspace spanned by the column vectors
ofUaA has Grassmann coordinates [2, 7]u[a0���ak ] � Ua0A0

� � �UakAk "A0���Ak
Alternatively, a k dimensional subspace can be specified byd � k linear constraints WCa xa = 0 (the rows of the matrixW, labelled byC = k + 1; : : : ; d+ 1) to give dual Grassmann
coordinatesw[ak+1���ad] � "Ck+1���Cd WCk+1ak+1

� � �WCdad
Here, ua0���ak and wak+1���ad are respectively the (k + 1) �(k+ 1) minors ofU and the (d� k)� (d� k) minors ofW.
They are only defined up to scale, and ifU andW specify the
same subspace they are tensor duals of one another.

The subspace log-unlikelihood 1 + �2(UjM;N) �
Trace�1

�N �U(U>MU)�1U>� can be rewritten in terms
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of the Grassmann coordinates ua0���ak by expanding the in-
verse (U>MU)�1 by cofactors and rearranging. The result
is

1 +�2(ujM;N) +const�Ma0b0 � � �Makbk � ua0���ak ub0���bk(k + 1)Nc0d0Mc1d1 � � �Mckdk � uc0c1���ck ud0d1���dk
Once again we recognize the familiar form of the biquadric,
this time in the Grassmann coordinates ua0���ak rather than the
point coordinates xa, with information1 M[[a0b0 � � �Makbk ]]
and normalization (k + 1) �N[[a0b0Ma1b1 � � �Makbk]]. If k =
0 we get back the original point distribution, as would be
expected.

The space of k dimensional projective subspaces in d di-
mensions is locally parameterized by (d�k)�(k+1)matrices
and therefore has dimension (d� k)(k + 1). The Grassmann
coordinatization embeds it as a projective subvariety of the�d+1k+1

�
dimensional homogeneous space P [a0���ak ] of k + 1 in-

dex skew tensors. The constraint equations that determine
this subvariety are the quadratic Grassmann simplicity con-
straints ua0���ak�1[akub0���bk] = 0

Hence, although the Grassmann coordinates ua0���ak are lin-
early independent, they are quadratically highly redundant.

The subspace information and normalization tensors can be
viewed as symmetric matrices on the large

�d+1k+1

�
dimensional

space P [a0���ak ]. They are nonsingular whenever the underly-
ingMab andNab are, however there are linear (non-matricial)
relations among their components that enforce the Grassmann
simplicity constraints. Any product of symmetric tensors of
the form T[a0a1���ak]�[b0b1���bk ] � M[[a0b0

0 Ma1b1
1 � � �Makbk ]]k is

‘simple’ in the sense that Ta0���ak�1[ak � b0���bk] = 0 because
the antisymmetrization always includes a pair of symmetric in-
dices. A biquadric built with such ‘simple’ Grassmann tensors
“projects on to the simple part of ua0���ak ” in the sense that it is
insensitive to the ‘non-simple part’ ua0���ak�1[akub0���bk ] 6= 0.

A similar process can be applied to the dual-form matricial
log-unlikelihood 1+�2(WjX;N) given above, to derive the
dual Grassmann log-unlikelihood

1 +�2(wjX;N) +const�Xak+1bk+1 � � �Xadbd �wak+1���ad wbk+1���bd�X� (d� k)XNX�ck+1dk+1 Xck+2dk+2 � � �Xcddd ��wck+1���cd wdk+1���dd
where X � M�1 and NabXab = 1. Once again the
log-unlikelihood has the biquadric form, this time in the
dual coordinates wak+1���ad . The information and normal-
ization tensors are again ‘simple’ in the Grassmann sense.

1For convenience we introduce the notation [[a0b0a1b1 � � � akbk ]] to denote[a0a1 � � �ak ][b0b1 � � � bk] on the index pairs aibi of a set of 2 index tensors,
i.e. antisymmetrize separately over the first indices and the second indices of
the pairs.

This can also be derived by tensor dualization of the con-
travariant Grassmann formula. Note that in the affine caseXNX = �1

x̄

�(1 x̄>).
6.3 Hyperplanes

Hyperplanes (codimension one subspaces) are a particularly
important special case of the above. The log-unlikelihood for
the location of a hyperplane waxa = 0 given an uncertain
point on it follows immediately from the above dual-form
matrix or Grassmann formulae:

1 +�2(wajX;N) +const� Xab wawb
(X�XNX)cdwcwd

Dually to the point case, the log-unlikelihood is a biquadric
in the hyperplane coordinates. For an affine distribution this
becomes �2(wajX;N) +const= �d>x̄+ c�2d>X̄d
where wa is (c d>), and x̄ and X̄ are the classical mean and
covariance.

The denominator plays a much more active rôle in hyper-
plane and k-subspace estimation than it did in the point fitting
problem. Let us examine the hyperplane case a little more
closely to find out why.

First of all, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with hyper-

plane distributions with ‘simple’ normalizers Nab
. It is just

that in the case of point-plane fitting the correct answer can not
be quite so simple. Consider a hyperplane distribution with a

‘slowly varying’ denominator Nabwawb. For example, Nab
could be the (d + 1) � (d + 1) unit matrix in some basis, or
the affine hyperplane normalizer

�0 0
0 I

�
, where I is the d � d

unit matrix2. If the plane passes exactly through the mode of
the point distribution, we would expect its likelihood to de-
pend only weakly on its orientation: any plane passing right
through the observation should be about equally good as far
as the least squares error is concerned. Since the denomin-
ator was chosen to be almost independent of orientation, the
numerator must also depend only weakly on orientation. But
this implies that the rate of decay of the likelihood as the plane
moves away from the point is also independent of orienta-
tion: the only remaining parameter is a direction-independent
scalar peak width. However in general the point distribution
is not spherically symmetric and the rate of decay of the plane
distribution ought to be different in different directions. In
summary, it is not possible to have all three of: (i) an isotropic
likelihood at the observation; (ii) an anisotropic decay away

from the observation; (iii) an isotropic normalizer Nab
. The

first two are essential to represent the data correctly, so we are
forced to deal with non-isotropic normalizers Nab and hence
(if the plane is being fitted to several points) incommensurable
distributions. This is not simply a problem with the projective

2This gives the conventional normalization for Euclidean hyperplanes,
with a constant offset and a unit direction vector.
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theory: classical affine least squares also gives incommensur-
able distributions for subspace fitting (e.g. orthogonal regres-
sion). In fact, the projective point of view makes the situation
clearer by unifying the classically separate theories of point
and plane fitting.

6.4 Normalization & Covariance

The above formulae for subspace log-unlikelihoods are only
correct up to an additive constant. The modes (maximum
likelihood values) of the subspace distributions can be found
directly from the unshifted information tensors, but if sub-
space covariances are required the correct shift factors must
be estimated.

In fact, it is straightforward to show that the normalization
sum Trace(N �M�1) for the subspace-fitted-to-point distri-
butions is always

�dk� instead of 1. The reason is simply that
even when the point distribution is narrow the resulting sub-
space distribution always has a

�dk� dimensional modal (i.e.
maximum likelihood) subspace in P [a0���ak ], corresponding to
the

�dk� different ‘directions’ in which the k-subspace can pass
right through the centre of the point distribution3.

Since Trace(N �M�1) = �dk� for the
�d+1k+1

�
dimensional

subspace information tensor, the approximate shift equation
predicts a normalizing shift of M ! M + (�dk� � 1) � N.
However this approximation is not recommended as it is likely
to be quite inaccurate for such large shift factors. On the other
hand, whenever subspace-through-point likelihoods from sev-
eral points are combined, the resulting distribution tends to be
much better localized because the null directions from different
points tend to cancel each other out, leaving a single reason-
ably well defined mode. In this case (and modulo the usual
correction for the accumulation of the ‘1’s in the (1 + �2)’s)
the shift factor required to normalize the combined subspace
distribution tends to be much smaller.

The
�d+1k+1

�
dimensional Grassmann parameterization is

global but redundant and it is often convenient to re-express the
mode and covariance in terms of some minimal local paramet-
erization, say z� where � = 1; : : : ; (d� k)(k + 1). Given
Grassmann information and normalization matrices M andN, the Grassmann mode can be found by the usual minimum
eigenvector procedure. The expression ua0���ak(z�) for the
Grassmann parameterization in terms of z� must then be in-
verted at the Grassmann mode to find the z�-space mode.
(This may require the solution of nonlinear equations). Fi-
nally, the z�-space information matrix can be found by eval-
uating the second derivatives of 1 + �2

�ua0���ak(z�)jM;N�
at the z�-space mode.

3The ‘directions’ of the modal subspace are generated by the
�dk� choices

of k directions ua
1 ; : : : ;uak among the d in any hyperplane not passing

through the point mode x̂a. The corresponding k-subspace is the spanx̂[a0ua1
1 � � �uak]k . The

�dk� dimensional modal subspace intersects the (d�k)(k�1) dimensional Grassmann variety of k-subspaces (i.e. simple tensors)
in the (d� k)(k � 2) dimensional variety of k-subspaces through x̂a.

7 Fundamental Matrix Estimation

As another example of the use of projective least squares,
consider the problem [3, 1] of estimating the fundamental
matrix between two images from a set of corresponding point
pairs. Given any two 2D projective images PA and PA0 of
a 3D scene taken from different positions, a pair fxA;xA0g
of image points corresponds to some 3D point if and only if
the epipolar constraint FAA0 xAxA0 = 0 is satisfied, whereFAA0 is the 3 � 3 rank 2 fundamental matrix. The pointxA gives rise to a corresponding epipolar line FAA0xA in the
opposite image PA0 and all potentially matching xA0 lie on
this line. The epipolar lines all pass through a point called
the epipole eA0 . This is the image of the projection centre of
the opposite camera and satisfies FAA0eA0 = 0. Similarly forxA0 , FAA0xA0 and eA.

We can estimate F from a set of corresponding uncertain
point pairs by viewing the epipolar constraint from each pair
as a single linear constraint on F. Intuitively, the smaller
the deviations jFAA0xAxA0 j are, the better the fit will be,
but we want to make this into a more rigorous approximate
maximum likelihood estimate. The situation is analogous to
that of hyperplane estimation: FAA0 can be viewed as defining
a projective hyperplane in the 3 � 3 � 1 = 8 dimensional
projective space of tensors PAA0 , and the data can be mapped
bilinearly into this space via fxA;xA0g ! xAxA0 . In fact,
it turns out that we can re-use our projective least squares
equations for hyperplanes.

Suppose that the uncertainties in the positions of xA andxA0 can be modelled by independent normalized biquadric
distributions fMAB ;NABg and fMA0B0 ;NA0B0g with cov-
ariancesXAB = (M�1)AB andXA0B0 = (M�1)A0B0 . Since
the distributions are independent their moments can be factor-
ized. In particular* (xAxA0)(xBxB0)(NCDNC0D0)(xCxC0)(xDxD0)+= * xAxBNCDxCxD � xA0xB0NC0D0xC0xD0+= � xAxBNCDxCxD� �* xA0xB0NC0D0xC0xD0+= XAB XA0B0
ViewingMABMA0B0 ,NABNA0B0 andXABXA0B0 as 9� 9
homogeneous symmetric matrices on the 8 dimensional pro-
jective space PAA0 , we have NABNA0B0 �XABXA0B0 = 1
and (since XABXA0B0 �MBCMB0C0 = �AC�A0C0 is the iden-
tity operator on PAA0) XABXA0B0 = (MABMA0B0)�1.
So rather remarkably, MABMA0B0 and NABNA0B0 define
a correctly shifted biquadric distribution with covarianceXABXA0B0 on PAA0 , that correctly models the uncertainty
of the tensor-product image point xAxA0 to second order.
This is notwithstanding the fact that the space of all possiblexAxA0 is only a 4 dimensional quadratic subvariety of the 8
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dimensional projective tensor space PAA0 . Since the epipolar
constraint FAA0xAxA0 = 0 defines a projective hyperplane
in PAA0 and we know how to fit projective hyperplanes to
points, we can immediately write down the log-unlikelihood
of F given xA and xA0 :
1 +�2(FAA0 jxA;xA0) +const�XABXA0B0 FAA0FBB0�XCDXC0D0 � (XNX)CD(X0N0X0)C0D0�FCC0FDD0
Writing the information and normalization tensors as 9 � 9
symmetric matrices on the 9 dimensional space of components
of F, the biquadric log-unlikelihoods for different point pairs
can be combined in the usual way. As in the hyperplane case,
they are always incommensurable so nonlinear techniques are
required.

If both of the points have affine distributions, converting to
3 � 3 matrix notation and denoting the homogeneous mean�1

x̄

�
by x̂ and the homogeneous affine covariance

�0 0
0 X̄

�
by X̂,

we can re-express this as follows:�2(Fjx̂; X̂; x̂0; X̂0)+const= (x̂>Fx̂0)2x̂>FX̂0F>x̂+ x̂0>F>X̂Fx0 + Trace(FX̂0F>X̂)
This formula can also be derived by classical maximum like-
lihood calculations. The term Trace

�FX̂0F>X̂� is second
order in the uncertainty and is often ignored relative to the first
order terms: with this approximation the formula has been
used for nonlinear estimation of the fundamental matrix with
good results [3]. Roughly, it says that the ‘primitive’ error
measure (x̂0>Fx̂)2 needs to be normalized by dividing by the
sum of the variance of each measured point orthogonal to the
opposite epipolar line. When one or both of the measured
points lie near an epipole, the second order trace term is some-
times significant relative to the other terms and tends to have a
stabilizing effect on the fit, so it should probably not be omitted
if the epipoles lie within the images (e.g. frontal motion).

8 Discussion & Future Work

The results we have presented are obviously still at the the-
oretical level and it remains to be seen how useful projective
least squares will turn out to be in practice. However, it is be-
coming clear that error modelling will become a central issue
in visual reconstruction, not only to ensure the accuracy of the
final results, but also because the efficiency of intermediate
stages such as correspondence and database indexing depends
critically on the uncertainties involved. Given that projective
least squares is both ‘projectively correct’ and relatively tract-
able (notwithstanding the length of some of the equations we
have written), it seems likely that it will have a part to play in
all this.

On the technical level there are still many loose ends. Ana-
lytical work is needed to clarify the status of the two ap-
proximations made in deriving the basic error model, and the

development of a ‘central moment expansion’ based on the
homogeneous Taylor series could be mathematically fruitful.
More practically it would be useful to have projective least
squares methods for quadrics and higher order projective vari-
eties, and for further types of subspace-subspace intersection
and union (e.g. intersection of subspaces at a point). It is
also unclear how to extend the fundamental matrix estimation
model to the trilinear and quadrilinear constraints that exist
when there are additional images [6, 7, 9]. Although the rela-
tion between the multilinear data tensors xAixAj � � �xAk and
the corresponding constraint tensor is still linear, it is no longer
a simple scalar and it is not yet clear how to capture it correctly
in a projective least squares error model.
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